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The world of finance is complex, and so are English and German translations of industry-specific documents.
Top-notch language skills are only one key to success. With td|translations, you also get a translator with
true industry insight. Trust a true expert when it comes to financial translations!
For more information, please visit www.td-translations.com

Business and finance translations English | German
… are my area of expertise - I specialize in texts that revolve entirely around finance, including
accounting, controlling, sales, as well as banking and stock markets. You’ve found the right language
services expert for all your finance-related translations, including annual financial statements (local
GAAP & IFRS), balance sheets, investment fund brochures/reports, presentations or similar documents.
My approach:
It takes both a highly trained translator and a subject-matter expert to accurately translate your highly
specialized texts. As a professional translator, I am constantly refining my skills through continuous
education. Let me show you what I can do for you!

Benefit from my industry-specific insight and expertise!
Why should you hire me?




Your company can focus on your core competence.
You will use your resources most effectively by
outsourcing specialized tasks, such as translation,
to third-party providers



My transparent pricing structure makes your
project planning easier – and as a matter of
course, all deadlines will be met



Convenience of a single point of contact for
all your English/German business and finance
translations

Peace of mind: knowing that your translations
will be done right

		 About Tatjana Dujmic

My competitive advantage:

		 State-examined and court-sworn translator

My previous professional background in the challenging
banking industry has provided me with unique insight
into the world of finance.
In addition, I have several years of experience as an
executive assistant in small and medium-sized
German companies.
In conjunction with my translation-related training
I use this industry expertise as a highly specialized
business and finance translator.

		 Trained banker
		 Financial accounting specialist
		 (IHK - Chamber of Industry and Commerce)
		 Member of the German translators
		 association (BDÜ) and the American
		 translators association (ATA)
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